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Sjoe… time goes fast when
you are having fun. The end
of May is insight, which only
means on thing… the
National Conference is just
over two and a half months
away! In a short eleven
weeks, we will be flocking
from all corners of the
country to come together
for a few days of networking, sharing and best of all,
FUN!
For those diligent ones
who have already registered for the conference,
you will be fully aware of
the unusual sideline activities that this years’ big 20
national conference has to
offer. Items ranging from an

IAIAsa 20th
Annual Conference
12-14 August 2015

IAIAsa chef competition and ‘Happy Hour’ to
morning exercise
‘excursions’. There is no
doubt that this will be a
conference to remember.
For the not so diligent, a
friendly reminder that early
bird registration is only
open until the end of the
month - and an even more
important note is that abstracts are due by the 5th
of June (tick-tock!). Also
important to remember
that this years conference
offers various types of
presentation formats. So if
you are tired of PowerPoint style presentations,

why not opt for something
different such as Round
Table, Working Group,
Citizens Jury or World
Café styled sessions. To
find out more about the
session formats on offer
visit
www.iaiasaconference2015.
co.za/downloads.
To shed even more light on
conference happenings,
check out page 5! Speaking
of light, or in our case the
lack there of, page 2 and 3
has a interesting read regarding our countries crisis.
And on that ominous note
… see you in 11 weeks!
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IAIAsa 2015 Confe

If you are a tweeter, please follow the twitter handle @IAIAsa_2015 and
tweet to #IAIAsa2015Conference. If you prefer to scribble on walls, like our
National and Provincial Facebook pages and join the Conference event page.
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THE “L” WORD
It’s those two, four or even six
(un)scheduled hours a day that we all
despise. And they always seem to kick
in JUST as you were about to make
that much needed cup of coffee, or
JUST before you needed to print that
oh so important document. I am sure
it needs no introduction…
Loadshedding.
We can banter on about Eishkom until
we are blue in the face, but that’s not
going to solve the problem. So lets
shed some positive light on this rather
dull situation and ask ourselves - what
is the alternative?
In my mind, the answer is clear - renewable energy. However, some question the financial viability of such energy sources. To shed some light on the
debate, the Council for Scientific and
Industrial Research (CSIR) conducted
a study earlier this year to determine
the financial benefits of renewables.
The media release entitled “2014 sees
financial benefits from renewable energy exceed costs in South Africa” (21
January 2015), demonstrates the main
outcomes of the study. The article
opens by indicating that “...renewable
energy from South Africa’s first
wind and solar (photovoltaic) projects created R0.8 billion more financial benefits to the country than
they cost during 2014”. This is elaborated to demonstrate that such benefits were earned due to the following
two reasons:
1. R3.64 cost savings for not using coal
and diesel fuel, due to its replacement
by 2.2TWh (terawatt-hours) of solar
and wind energy
2. R1.67 saving due to avoiding 117

hours of “unserved energy” as a result
of the contribution of renewable energy
“Therefore, renewables contributed benefits of R5.3 billion in total (or R2.42 per
kWh of renewable energy), while the
tariff payments to independent power
producers of the first wind and photovoltaic (PV) projects were only R4.5 billion
(or R2.07 per kWh of renewable energy),
leaving a net benefit of R0.8 billion.”
The study was conducted by CSRI’s
Energy Centre who focuses the national and regional challenges that we
face with regards to energy production. The head of the Energy Centre,
Dr Tobias Bischof-Niemz, indicated
that “The study was based on actual
hourly production data for the different
supply categories of the South African
power system (e.g. coal, diesel, wind, PV).
We've developed a methodology at the
CSIR Energy Centre to determine whether
at any given hour of the year renewables
have replaced coal or diesel generators, or
whether they have even prevented socalled “unserved energy”.
It is important to note that due to the
‘outside-in’ analysis conducted in the
study, conservative assumptions of
costs and effects were used. This
means that the actual cost savings as a
result of the use of renewable energy
sources in 2014 are likely higher than
the study outcomes. (The news just
keep getting better!)
To access the full CSRI report - follow
the link below
http://www.csir.co.za/media_releases/docs/Financial_be
nefits_Wind_PV_2014_CSIR_10Feb2015_report.pdf

I decided to try dig a bit deeper into
the topic, looking for media updates
on the countries energy crisis and possible solutions. To be honest, it was a
dim task… Tabloids are splatted with

negative and soul-destroying headlines….
“ESKOM IMPLEMENTS STAGE 1
LOADSHEDDING”
“MORE LOADSHEDDING
EXPECTED TOMORROW”
“BLUE MONDAY AS LOADSHEDDING ON THE CARDS”
“EXPECT 3 MORE YEARS OF
POWER OUTAGES - MINISTER”
“ESKOM MOVES TO STAGE 2
LOADSHEDDING”
And the list goes on… But then, in
amongst all of this, I stumbled upon a
rather hopeful article…. A significant
investment in renewable energy. There
are several articles about the countries
plans to invest in renewables and bids
being placed to undertake the task however few demonstrate actual action.
SA COMPANY WINS BID TO
PUSH 250MW INTO GRID
Apr 15 2015 - Dane McDonald - Fin24

“Cape Town – South African renewable energy company BioTherm has
won a bid to push 251 MW of power
into the grid as part of the Renewable
Energy Independent Power Producer
Procurement Programme.
BioTherm CEO Jasandra Nyker told
Fin24 that the company plans to start
supplying power to SA's grid in 2017.
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"We will increase the grid capacity in the
country by 250 MW and have the ability
to power on average 250 000 households," she said.
The Department of Energy (DOE) has
confirmed the company as the preferred bidder for three projects: the
120 MW Golden Valley Wind facility,
the 45 MW Aggeneys Solar PV and the
86 MW Konkoonsies II Solar PV Facility.
According to Nyker, 800 jobs will be
created during the construction phase
across the three projects. Total investment associated with the projects is in
the region of R4.5bn.”
So perhaps is there some light at the
end of this very dark tunnel… Shedding the load between energy sources
may be the answer.
Sian Oosthuizen

ADVERTISE HERE

Would like to see your event, course, company, workshop, service … (you name it) advertised in the next edition of the
Hadeda? … Well what are you waiting for?? Email sianrosewaldron@gmail.com to find out more. There are various price
options depending on the size of your ad and we will even assist in ‘jazzing’ it up if you need to increase its visual appeal.
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THE IAIASA KZN
ADVANCED AWARD
‘Advance Award’ is competition held at the annual
IAIAsa KZN Provincial AGM (scheduled for
mid/late July 2015). The objective of ‘Advance
Award’ is to recognize innovative concepts, activities, tools, ideas, methods, etc. developed, applied
or conceptualized within larger projects or initiatives, or used on a daily basis that advance the
Environmental Sector by pushing the boundaries of
what is considered best practice. It is the
‘cumulative impact’ of these smaller efforts that will
raise the profile and standing of the sector.
IT IS SIMPLE TO ENTER!
Just tell us about the great work you have been
doing by filling in the submission form (check your
email!). Scores from the evaluation of the written
submissions will be added to those for the presentation to determine the winner.
So don’t be modest – tell us how you have been
taking the sector forward.

Submissions to: Dave Cox (dcox@inr.org.za) by Friday 26 June 2015
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